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Unfolded BPTI variants with a single disulfide bond have
diminished non-native structure distant from the crosslink
Elisar Barbar1, George Barany2 and Clare Woodward1
Background: NMR studies of denatured states, both fully unfolded and partially
folded, give insight into the conformations and interactions favored in initial
stages of folding, and in early intermediates formed during folding. We have
characterized non-random structures favored in unfolded, reduced BPTI [1], and
in partially folded BPTI [2]. Here, we report NMR-detected structure of two
analogs of unfolded BPTI with one native 14–38 disulfide bond. 
Results: Analogs Y21A[14–38]Abu and Y23A[14–38]Abu, obtained by chemical
synthesis of [14–38]Abu with Y21 or Y23 replaced by alanine, are models for
unfolded BPTI with 14–38 the only disulfide. Compared to unfolded BPTI with all
three disulfides broken, the unfolded 14–38 BPTI analogs have numerous
differences, including loss of non-native, turn-like conformations for 2 residues,
diminished non-native aromatic–aliphatic NOEs, and increased intermediate
chemical exchange of residues that have native-like conformations in partially
folded BPTI. Although the Y21A and Y23A analogs have similar CD and NMR
properties, specific differences in NOE patterns and in exchange broadening are
observed.
Conclusions: Changes in unfolded BPTI associated with formation of the 14–38
disulfide bond are consistent with less non-native structure, and more native-like
structure, in residues composing the stable core of antiparallel -sheet in
partially folded BPTI. Specific differences between Y21A[14–38]Abu and
Y23A[14–38]Abu indicate that replacement of Y23 results in less ordered
structure than replacement of Y21.
Introduction
The structures of unfolded and partially folded proteins,
collectively referred to as denatured states, are becoming
increasingly important in elucidation of the protein
folding process [3,4]. Denatured states are interconverting
ensembles within which a wide variety of conformations
are sampled. Structural studies of unfolded states describe
the favored conformations, and imply the favored interac-
tions, operating at the onset of folding. Conformations of
partially folded states, when ordered by increasing native-
like structure, are reasonably thought to approximate
intermediates formed transiently during folding.
We recently characterized the 1H NMR-detected struc-
tures of reduced bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor
(BPTI) [1], and of partially folded BPTI ([14–38]Abu) [2].
Reduced BPTI (all disulfide bonds cleaved) has character-
istics of a molten coil [1,5]. It has extensive non-random
structure reported by numerous, non-native,
backbone–backbone and sidechain–sidechain NOEs. The
NMR results complement evidence for compact struc-
tures of reduced BPTI from fluorescence energy transfer
experiments [6,7] and for hydrophobic clustering and
moderate collapse from dye binding and electrophoresis
[5]. Non-native NOEs in reduced BPTI involve residues
that in native BPTI form strands 1 or 2 of the central
antiparallel -sheet, or the small -bridge, 3. Although
all ultimately fold into -sheet, there is a striking differ-
ence in their backbone configurations in reduced BPTI;
whereas 1 and 3 residues favor extended conforma-
tions, 2 residues favor turn-like conformations (I in Fig.
1). Apparently, non-native aromatic–aliphatic interactions
in reduced BPTI stabilize 1 and 3 residues in extended
conformations, but stabilize 2 residues in turn-like con-
formations. The only native-like, sidechain–sidechain
NOEs are for residues that in native BPTI constitute the
reverse turn between antiparallel strands, making this turn
a prime candidate for folding nucleation. 
The favored structures of reduced BPTI suggest features
that may be general for -sheet proteins, namely non-
native interactions in the unfolded protein may function
to prevent misfolding or aggregation of the core until con-
ditions1 favor cooperative folding. This idea is congruent
with recent reports of other unfolded -sheet proteins
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1Examples of such conditions in vivo include completion of translation
and, for disulfide proteins, intracellular transport to an oxidizing
environment.
having turn-like conformations in segments that in the
native state fold into a stable -strand [8,9]. It is also con-
sistent with our finding that in reduced BPTI, and in par-
tially folded BPTI, all residues with detectable
non-random structure fold into the native-state slow
hydrogen exchange core, proposed to be the folding core
[10,11]. In BPTI, nucleation of the antiparallel -sheet
fold may be enhanced by a stretch of residues with strong,
local, native-like interactions favoring a turn, flanked on
one end by a stretch constrained in extended conforma-
tions and on the other end by a stretch constrained in
turn-like conformations. Functional roles of non-native
structure imply that the biological ‘message’ in the
sequence of a protein (and gene) is evolutionarily opti-
mized for specific non-native interactions in the unfolded
state.
Partially folded BPTI, having one disulfide bond between
cysteines 14 and 38, has also been characterized [2] (like II
in Fig. 1). At 1–10°C and pH 4.5–6.6, [14–38]Abu is an
ensemble of partially folded, interconverting conforma-
tions. The stable structure of partially folded [14–38]Abu is
not in the vicinity of the 14–38 disulfide crosslink, but
rather involves the residues that make up the slow
exchange core of native BPTI. Some conformations inter-
convert slowly enough (ms or longer) to be detected sepa-
rately in two-dimensional 1H NMR spectra. All partially
folded species contain native-like structure in 1 and 2
residues, whereas the rest of the molecule undergoes
independent, segmental fluctuations. The turn and 3
residues, along with the six residues following 3, have
two detectable conformations of which the major confor-
mation is native-like. The rest of the protein, including
the N-terminal helix residues and the residues in the last
two-thirds of the C-terminal helix, fluctuate between dis-
ordered conformations and more ordered, but not native,
conformations. We view [14–38]Abu as a model for early
intermediates in BPTI folding, i.e. intermediates formed
in the first 10–20 ms after formation of any one of the
three native disulfides (Fig. 1).
Here, we report the 1H NMR-detected structure of
unfolded BPTI having a disulfide crosslink between
residues 14 and 38. Variants of unfolded BPTI were
obtained by chemical synthesis of [14–38]Abu having either
Y21 or Y23 replaced by alanine; the variants are referred to
as Y21A[14–38]Abu and Y23A[14–38]Abu. Y21 and Y23 were
targeted because in partially folded [14–38]Abu, each ring
has multiple, strong, tertiary NOEs [2]. Y21 and Y23 were
suggested to participate in hydrophobic ‘zippering’ [12]
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Figure 1
Proposed early events in BPTI folding. When
reduced BPTI (I) is crosslinked with any of the
three native disulfide bonds, an intermediate
of structure similar to II is formed rapidly
(~10 ms). The structure of I represents the
conformations favored in reduced BPTI [1].
Residues 18–24 and 45 (1and 3) favor
extended conformations apparently stabilized
by non-native interactions; residues 25–28
favor a native-like turn; residues 29–33 (2)
favor turn-like conformations apparently
stabilized by non-native interactions. Dotted
lines in I represent residues which are more
disordered [1]. Sequential amide–amide
NOEs indicate turn-like conformations in I are
favored at 18 pairs of residues distributed all
along the backbone The structure shown in II
is that determined for partially folded
[14–38]Abu [2], but without the 14–38
crosslink. The dark ribbon indicates more
stable regions, the open ribbon indicates
regions in which residues fluctuate between a
major native-like conformation and a minor
disordered conformation, and the dotted lined
indicate regions in which residues fluctuate
beween a disordered conformation and a
more ordered, but not native, conformation.
See text for further discussion. Native BPTI
image was produced using Molscript [35].
important to formation and stability of partially folded
BPTI and, by extension, to formation and stability of early
intermediates in BPTI folding [2]. The question of
whether partially folded [14–38]Abu is stable if either Y21
or Y23 are missing was answered quickly in the negative
from circular dichroism (CD) and NMR spectra. The next
question of how the single crosslink between 14 and 38
affects the structures of unfolded BPTI was addressed by
comparison of the NMR properties of unfolded [14–38]Abu
and reduced BPTI. Compared to reduced BPTI, there are
numerous changes in the NMR-detected structure
favored in unfolded [14–38]Abu in regions distant from the
disulfide crosslink. All changes are consistent with loss of
non-native structure observed in reduced BPTI, and a
small gain of native-like structure in the central -sheet.
Results
The BPTI system brings many advantages to a folding
study of antiparallel -sheet proteins. It is small and stable
enough to permit detailed structural analyses of unfolded
and partially folded states. Unfolded, reduced BPTI is
produced by cleavage of the three disulfide bonds to give
[R]SH and so can be studied without using high tempera-
ture, low pH, or added chemical denaturants. Unfolded
BPTI and models of BPTI folding intermediates can be
obtained by chemical synthesis [13]. Solid-phase synthesis
provides the means for incorporation of non-natural amino
acids and for selective labeling with 15N or 13C for het-
eronuclear NMR studies. Replacement of all cysteines
with the non-natural amino acid -amino-n-butyric acid
(Abu) gives [R]Abu. As a model for [R]SH, [R]Abu has the
advantage of preventing spontaneous reoxidation to disul-
fides, while still being isosteric with cysteine in the thiol
form, the predominant titration state at physiological pH.
Both [R]SH and [R]Abu have the same NMR properties [1].
The subjects of the present study, unfolded states of
BPTI having one disulfide crosslink between cysteines 14
and 38, were obtained by chemical synthesis of [14–38]Abu
with either Y21 or Y23 replaced by alanine [13].
Circular dichroism
CD spectra of Y21A[14–38]Abu and Y23A[14–38]Abu are
shown in Figure 2, along with reference spectra for native
BPTI, [R]Abu, and [14–38]Abu at low temperature and
pH 4.5–6.3. No detectable structural change is observed in
this pH range. The spectrum of [R]Abu is typical for a
‘random coil’ without significant secondary structure,
whereas the spectrum of [14–38]Abu indicates a secondary
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Figure 2
Far UV circular dichroism spectra of
Y23A[14–38]Abu (dashed line) and
Y21A[14–38]Abu (dotted line) acquired in
10 mM phosphate, pH 6.3 at 1°C. Previously
published spectra [7] of native BPTI (lower
solid line), partially folded [14–38]Abu (upper
solid line), and [R]Abu (open circles) are shown
for comparison.
structure content about 70% that of native BPTI [5].
Spectra of Y21A[14–38]Abu and Y23A[14–38]Abu are indis-
tinguishable from each other and similar to random coil,
clearly indicating that these proteins are largely unfolded.
However, there is a small but reproducible difference
between the [14–38]Abu variants and [R]Abu (Fig. 2). For
Y21A[14–38]Abu and Y23A[14–38]Abu, the shift of the
minimum to higher wavelengths and the small increase in
negative ellipticity around 220 nm indicate that the
ensemble average includes somewhat increased secondary
structure.
1H NMR chemical shifts
Figure 3 shows the NH-CH region of TOCSY spectra of
Y21A[14–38]Abu and Y23A[14–38]Abu at low temperature.
As expected for an unfolded protein, much less chemical
shift dispersion is observed than for native BPTI or par-
tially folded [14–38]Abu [2]. Assignments were determined
from a combination of NOESY and TOCSY spectra
acquired with variable temperature and mixing time in
1H2O as well as 2H2O. Intermediate conformational
exchange (discussed below) broadens some amide reso-
nances, causing either diminished intensity or loss of cross
peaks. As temperature is raised from 1 to 22°C, increased
interconversion rates between conformers give rise to
slower T2 relaxation and hence to sharper peaks, as illus-
trated in Figure 4. Although chemical shifts of amide NHs
are very sensitive to temperature, the chemical shifts of
sidechain protons are less so, making it possible to assign
most sidechain protons at 22°C. Tables of 1H NMR reso-
nance assignments of both variants are supplied as Sup-
plementary material (available with this paper on the
internet).
Several significant differences in chemical shifts are
observed between the Y21A and Y23A variants. Some
residues in Y21A[14–38]Abu, but not in Y23A[14–38]Abu,
have chemical shifts moved upfield from their value in
extended oligopeptides. This is illustrated by A27 and
A40 NHs, for which chemical shifts are 8.1 and 8.0 ppm in
Y21A[14–38]Abu, 8.6 and 8.5 ppm in Y23A[14–38]Abu, 8.5
and 8.4 ppm in reduced BPTI, and 6.7–6.9 and 7.5 ppm in
native BPTI and the folded conformation of [14–38]Abu.
Another difference between the variants is that
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Figure 3
1H TOCSY spectra of Y23A[14–38]Abu and Y21A[14–38]Abu showing
NH–CH region. Spectra were acquired in 1H2O at pH 4.5, 1°C, with
a spin lock mixing time of 85 ms. Diminished intensity in some
NH–CH cross peaks in both mutants is due to intermediate exchange
line broadening on the microsecond to millisecond time scale. The
difference in line widths between the two variants acquired and
processed under the same conditions ranges between 2–6 Hz. For
example, the cross peak line widths at half height in the Y21A variant
are greater by 2 Hz for Ala48, 5.5 Hz for Leu29, 2 Hz for Asn43 and
6 Hz for Gln31. Assignments of many cross peaks are indicated in the
figures; full assignments are available as Supplementary material
(published with this paper on the internet).
Y23A[14–38]Abu G28 and G57 chemical shifts overlap at
8.33 ppm, whereas in Y21A[14–38]Abu G28 is at 8.29 ppm
and G57 is at 8.33 ppm. 
When chemical shifts of the same protons are compared in
Y21A and Y23A variants and in reduced BPTI, the chemi-
cal shifts of G12 and G37 NH are unique. In reduced
BPTI, G12 interacts with the Y10 ring to cause an upfield
shift of G12 NH to 6.7 ppm, and G37 interacts with the
Y35 ring to cause an upfield shift of G37 NH to 7.8 ppm
[1,14]. In native BPTI, the 35–37 aromatic–NH interaction
shifts G37 NH to around 4 ppm [15]. In partially folded
[14–38]Abu, G37 NH is observed in three conformers with
chemical shifts of 4.4, 7.5, and 8.6 ppm [2]; this implies
that the interaction is strong in two conformers, whereas
the third conformer is disordered. In both Y21A[14–38]Abu
and Y23A[14–38]Abu, G37 NH is not shifted upfield rela-
tive to the random coil at 1°C and, further, no NOE
between the Y35 ring and G37 NH is observed, implying
that the 35–37 aromatic–NH interaction is not favored. For
G12 the situation is different. In native BPTI and in
[14–38]Abu, the NH chemical shift of G12 is 7.4 ppm,
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Figure 4
1H TOCSY spectra of Y23A[14–38]Abu at
1°C (a) and 22°C (b). Spectra were acquired
in 1H2O at pH 4.5. At higher temperature
most peaks are more intense, and more
coherence transfer to sidechain protons is
observed. Similar effects are observed for
Y21A[14–38]Abu (not shown). The region
boxed by dashed line is shown in Figure 3.
The cross peak of G12 NH is labeled along
with the sidechain NHs of arginine residues
20, 39, 42 and 53. The G12 NH cross peak
is observed only at 22°C and is the only
amide NH dramatically upfield shifted.
implying that any 10–12 aromatic–NH interaction is weak-
ened when the protein is folded or partially folded. In both
[14–38]Abu variants, a cross peak for G12 NH is not
observed in TOCSY spectra at low temperature, but is
observed at 22°C at 7.1 ppm (Fig. 4). Like many other
peaks in spectra of the variants, G12 NH is apparently
broadened by intermediate exchange at low temperature
and therefore sharpened at higher temperatures. The
appearance of the G12 NH–CH cross peak in TOCSY
spectra taken at 17°C corroborate this; it has the same
chemical shift as in TOCSY spectra taken at 22°C, but it is
noticeably broadened.
Backbone sequential NOEs
Figure 5 compares the sequential amide–amide NOEs of
the Y21A and Y23A variants with those of native BPTI,
[14–38]Abu, and [R]Abu. Residues comprising the elements
of secondary structure in native BPTI are given in the top
row. In both Y21A[14–38]Abu and Y23A[14–38]Abu, only a
few amide–amide (i, i+1) NOEs are as intense as in
reduced BPTI [1]. In Y23A[14–38]Abu there are strong
sequential NH–NH NOEs for the stretch 48/49, 49/50,
50/51 which composes the first turn of 2. The rest of the
amide–amide NOEs are noticeably weaker; these are for
3/4, 6/7 in 1, 14/15, 37/38 and 42/43 in the loops, 27/28
and 28/29 at the end of the turn, and 29/30 and 32/33 in
the first part of 2. In Y21A[14–38]Abu, NOEs are similar
to Y23A[14–38]Abu, except that three non-native NOEs are
missing (14/15, 29/30, 32/33), and one additional native
amide–amide NOE is observed (51/52). 
In Figure 5, residues that have non-native amide–amide
NOEs in reduced BPTI are those with a bar in the bottom
row ([R]Abu), but not in the top row (native BPTI). A very
clear difference between the [14–38]Abu variants and
reduced BPTI is that the variants lack the strong, non-
native, amide–amide NOEs in contiguous 2 residues. 
Chemical exchange
If there are two or more protein conformations in which
the chemical shift of the same 1H is different, this can
result in line broadening if the conformations interconvert
in the ‘intermediate’ time regime; intermediate, that is,
between slow interconversion, which gives separate sharp
peaks for the 1H in each conformation, and fast intercon-
version, which gives a single, sharp peak for the 1H aver-
aged over all conformations. Broadening due to
intermediate chemical exchange is evident in the TOCSY
spectra of Y21A[14–38]Abu and Y23A[14–38]Abu shown in
Figures 3 and 4. First, cross peaks vary greatly in intensity
within the same spectrum at low temperature (Fig. 3);
those in intermediate exchange are broader, or not
detected at all. Second, when interconversion rates are
increased by raising the temperature from 1 to 22°C, many
peaks sharpen and some are observed only at 22°C
(Fig. 4). The NHs for which cross peaks are not broad-
ened include 3–7 and 49–53 in 1 and 2, implying that
these NHs are not in intermediate exchange. In contrast,
essentially all cross peaks of -sheet residues are notice-
ably broadened at 1°C but sharpened at 22°C, implying
that these residues sample two or more conformations
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Figure 5
Comparison of sequential (i,i+1) NH–NH
connectivities for native BPTI, [14–38]Abu,
Y21A[14–38]Abu, Y23A[14–38]Abu, and
[R]Abu. The residues forming the -sheets,
turn, and helices in native BPTI [34] are
indicated in the top row. Bars below the
sequence indicate the observed NOE
connectivities. For the variants, the different
intensity of the NOE contacts is indicated by
different height bars. In addition to sequential
amide–amide NOEs for Y21A[14–38]Abu and
Y23A[14–38]Abu, previously reported NOEs
for native BPTI [33], [14–38]Abu [2] and [R]Abu
[1] are included. Residues that have non-
native amide–amide NOEs in reduced BPTI
are those having a bar in the bottom row
([R]Abu), but not in the top row (native BPTI).
In Y21A[14–38]Abu and Y23A[14–38]Abu, few
sequential contacts cannot be identified due
to spectral overlap or if sequential residues
have degenerate amide chemical shifts. These
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with significantly different chemical shifts for the same
1H. Further, there is a clear difference between variants:
Y21A[14–38]Abu has more exchange broadening than
Y23A[14–38]Abu.
Y23A[14–38]Abu illustrates an interesting example of
chemical exchange. In native BPTI, three aromatic rings
flip slowly about the C–C bond and give separate peaks
for each CH and CH proton [16]; each peak has the same
intensity because both arise from protons on the same
ring. In the 2H2O TOCSY spectra of Y23A[14–38]Abu,
acquired in the temperature range of 1–22°C, two
exchange cross peaks are observed for CH protons of F45
and of F33, but in this case the peaks are of very different
intensity (data not shown). The CH cross peaks of F45 at
7.3 ppm, and of F33 at 7.2 ppm, are the major exchange
peaks and their chemical shifts are consistent with those
of disordered peptides. The minor exchange peaks for
CH of F45 at 7.8 ppm, and of F33 at 7.4 ppm, are clearly
downfield from the random coil envelope. The presence
of exchange peaks of very unequal intensity implies that
while the ring in question flips rapidly, giving an average
signal of the two CH protons, the aromatic sidechain
samples a major disordered conformation and a minor,
more ordered conformation.
Aliphatic–aromatic NOEs
Figure 6 shows NOESY spectra of Y23A[14–38]Abu and
Y21A[14–38]Abu in the aromatic (ω2) and aliphatic (ω1)
regions. Both intraresidue and interresidue NOE cross
peaks are labeled. The interresidue aromatic–aliphatic
NOEs in Y23A[14–38]Abu, listed in Table 1, include the
following: Y10 sidechain shows NOEs to G12 CH proton;
Y21 ring protons make strong NOEs with backbone and
sidechain protons of A23, and weak NOEs with I19
sidechain; F22 ring protons make weak NOEs with R20
sidechain; F33 ring protons have weak NOEs with V34
sidechain; Y35 ring protons make local NOEs with V34
sidechain and non-local NOEs with R39 sidechains; F45
ring makes a local NOE with N43, and a strong non-local
NOE with Abu51 sidechain. 
Table 1 compares interresidue aromatic–aliphatic NOEs
of the Y21A and Y23A variants to those of [14–38]Abu,
[R]Abu, and native BPTI. All NOEs in Y21A[14–38]Abu are
also observed in Y23A[14–38]Abu, but are stronger. Several
additional NOEs are detected in Y21A[14–38]Abu, for Y23
ring with A21, A25, L29 and Abu30, and for Y35 ring with
A40 sidechain. Further, only the Y21A variant shows
NOEs from Y35 and F45 rings with an aliphatic proton at
ω1 = 5.1 ppm. Intraresidue NOEs from the 35 and 45 rings
to their own CH protons are observed around
ω1 = 4.6 ppm, very close to the chemical shift of CH
protons in random coil peptides [17]. It is possible that the
35 and 45 ring proton NOESY cross peak at ω1 = 5.1 ppm
also arises from intraresidue NOEs between the rings and
their own CH protons, if there are two conformations in
which the aromatic proton chemical shifts are degenerate
but CH chemical shifts are not. This could be the case if
a minor conformation affects the CH more than the rings,
e.g. backbone H-bonding. A downfield shift to 5.1 and 4.9
ppm is consistent with a CH hydrogen-bonded in -
sheet [18]. Observation of the ω1 = 5.1 ppm NOE only for
Y21A[14–38]Abu suggests that in the Y21A variant, the
minor conformation giving rise to it is more populated
than in the Y23A variant; this is consistent with the greater
degree of exchange broadening apparent in spectra of the
Y21A variant as compared to the Y23A variant. 
Discussion
On the basis of the NMR-detected structures favored in
reduced BPTI [1] and [14–38]Abu [2], and with the
assumption that partially folded [14–38]Abu is a model for
early intermediates, we propose that early events in BPTI
folding follow a scheme like that diagrammed in Figure 1.
First, reduced BPTI (I) is collapsed enough to have turn-
like conformations favored at 18 pairs of residues distrib-
uted all along the backbone. In reduced BPTI, non-native
local hydrophobic interactions stabilize 1 and 3 residues
in extended conformations and 2 residues in turn-like
conformations; these may function to prevent misfolding
and/or aggregation of core residues. Native-like local inter-
actions in residues 25–28 stabilize turn conformations
which nucleate folding.
Second, when any one of the three native disulfide bonds
is formed, the slow exchange core is the first to form. In
early folding intermediates of BPTI with one native disul-
fide, the region most rapidly formed, and most stable, is
one similar to II. The role of the first native disulfide bond
in formation of early intermediates is primarily a chain
entropy effect. If the single disulfide is 14–38, the struc-
tures resemble II (plus the disulfide crosslink, which is
not drawn in II). If the single disulfide bond is 30–51, the
core indicated in II is favored along with native-like con-
formations of the C-terminal helix, because the more dis-
ordered conformations of that helix are eliminated. If the
single disulfide bond is 5–55, the core indicated in II is
formed along with native-like conformations of the N-ter-
minal and C-terminal helices, because the more disor-
dered conformations of both helices are eliminated. NMR
structures of 5–55 and 30–51 single disulfide BPTIs
[19–22] are consistent with this.
Third, Figure 1 concerns early events in BPTI folding, in
the range of the first 10–20 ms, regardless of the order of
disulfide bond formation. It has no direct bearing on
issues of later maturation of disulfide bonds [23,24]; in this
regard, however, it is notable that the 14–38 one-disulfide
species has recently been reported to be a kinetically sig-
nificant intermediate [25]. The favored structures of
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[R]Abu and [R]SH [1] imply that interpretations of disul-
fide-linked folding experiments should include considera-
tion of extensive non-random structure in reduced BPTI. 
The experiments reported here were undertaken to probe
the validity of the scheme in Figure 1. If II represents
BPTI with 14–38 as the only disulfide bond, then
unfolded 14–38 BPTI is formed in a step between I and
II. In this case, unfolded 14–38 BPTI is both the conver-
sion product of disulfide bond formation in I, and the D-
state relevant to stability of II. To characterize the
ensemble of substates in unfolded 14–38 BPTI, and to
determine what changes occur when unfolded BPTI with
no disulfides is converted to unfolded BPTI with the
14–38 crosslink, we use [14–38]Abu destabilized by muta-
tion of either Y21 or Y23 to alanine. Use of
Y21A[14–38]Abu and Y23A[14–38]Abu as models of
unfolded 14–38 BPTI permits studies carried out under
the same conditions as for partially folded [14–38]Abu and
reduced BPTI, and thereby facilitates direct comparisons
of the structures favored in each of the three species. 
Y21A and Y23A variants of [14–38]Abu are unfolded
Replacement of Y21 or Y23 with alanine results in loss of
the partially folded structure of [14–38]Abu. This is clear
in the CD spectra (Fig. 2) as well as in the loss of chemi-
cal shift dispersion in the two-dimensional 1H NMR
spectra of the variants (e.g. Figs 3,4). Similar NMR
spectra of partially folded [14–38]Abu show the presence
of native-like -sheet, and resonances of all residues
except those in 1 and 2 residues have two (and in one
case three) exchange peaks, indicating slow exchange
between two (or three) conformations. The small differ-
ences between CD spectra of reduced BPTI and the two
variants of [14–38]Abu (Fig. 2) are reproducible; compared
to reduced BPTI, spectra of Y21A[14–38]Abu and
Y23A[14–38]Abu have decreased negative ellipticity and a
red shift of the minimum around 200 nm along with
increased negative ellipticity around 220 nm. The CD
differences indicate a slightly higher content of average
secondary structure in unfolded [14–38]Abu as compared
to reduced BPTI, and this is consistent with the NMR
findings.
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Figure 6
1H NOESY spectra of Y23A[14–38]Abu and Y21A[14–38]Abu. Spectra
were acquired in 2H2O at pH 4.5, 1°C, with a mixing time of 200 ms.
Cross peaks show NOEs between aromatic (ω2) and aliphatic (ω1)
protons. In Y21A[14–38]Abu , only the cross peaks that are different
from Y23A[14–38]Abu are labeled. Arrows on the ω1 axis are at 4.9
and 5.1 ppm (see text for discussion of cross peaks with these
chemical shifts).
Structural differences between reduced BPTI and
unfolded [14–38]Abu
Unlike native proteins, denatured states cannot be
thought of as having one or a few conformations [3].
Rather, denatured states are ensembles of numerous inter-
converting conformations that are unpacked to varying
extents, and this critically influences how their structural
properties are deciphered by NMR (recently reviewed in
[4]). The standard set of NMR parameters used to calcu-
late native protein structures [16] are not easily deter-
mined for denatured states due to a number of
complexities, including chemical shift redundancy and the
fact that each NMR line often represents the ensemble
average of widely different conformations. Nevertheless,
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Table 1
Aromatic–aliphatic NOEs in Y23A[14–38]Abu,Y21A[14–38]Abu and other BPTI species
Y23A[14–38]Abu Y21A[14–38]Abu [14–38]Abu [R]Abu BPTI
Y10 HD G12 HA – + – + –
HE G12 HA + + – + –
HE P9 HD – – – + –
Y21 HD I19 HG(CH3) – n.a. – + –
HE I19 HG(CH3) + n.a. – + –
HD, HB – n.a. – + –
HD A23 HA, HB + n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
F22 HD R20 HA, HB + + – + –
HG – – – + –
HZ R20 HA, HB – – – + –
HG – – – + –
Y23 HD A21 HA n.a. + n.a. n.a. n.a.
HD A25 HA, HB n.a. + + + +
HE A21 HA, HB n.a. + n.a. n.a. n.a.
HE A25 HA, HB n.a. + + + +
HE L29 HA, HB n.a. + + – +
HE X30 HG n.a. + + – n.a.
F33 HD V34 HG + + – + –
HE Y35 HA – – – + –
HE V34 HG + + – + –
Y35 HE G37 HA – – + + +
HE R39 HB + + – – –
HE A40 HB – + + – +
HD V34 HG + + – + –
HD G36 HA – – – + –
HD R39 HB + + – – –
HD A40 HB – + + – +
F45 HD R42 HB – – – + –
HD N43 HB + + – + –
HD X51 HG + + + – +
HE X51 HG + + + – +
A '+' sign in any of the last three columns refers to the presence of the
same NOEs in [14–38]Abu [2], in [R]Abu [1], and in native BPTI [33].
The letter 'X' refers to Abu. Some NOEs involving residues that are
changed in the Y21A and Y23A variants of [14–38]Abu are not
applicable to other BPTI species; these are indicated with the notation
'n.a.'.
presently available methods permit a qualitative picture of
denatured states to be drawn from NMR spectra [26]. In
the case of BPTI, the NMR data show a significant differ-
ence in the distribution of conformational substates of
unfolded BPTI with all disulfides broken, as compared to
unfolded BPTI with a 14–38 disulfide crosslink. This is
evident in NOEs, in exchange broadening of some reso-
nances, and in a few chemical shift changes.
NOEs of two types are detected for reduced BPTI,
sequential backbone NOEs and aromatic–aliphatic
sidechain–sidechain and sidechain–backbone NOEs. The
striking, non-native, amide–amide NOEs of contiguous 2
residues in reduced BPTI [1] are not present in
Y21A[14–38]Abu and Y23A[14–38]Abu. Sequential
amide–amide NOEs are tabulated in Figure 5. In the
Y21A variant, i,i+1 NH–NH NOEs for residues 29–35 are
absent altogether, whereas in the Y23A variant, two are
observed but are not contiguous. The absence of the 2
amide–amide NOEs is not explained by exchange broad-
ening because 2 backbone residues show CH–NH
NOEs, but not NH–NH NOEs, at 1–22°C. In addition to
differences in sequential backbone NOEs, the pattern of
aromatic–aliphatic NOEs is different in the [14–38]Abu
variants compared to reduced BPTI. These are detailed in
Table 1, where non-native NOEs can be identified by a
negative sign in the BPTI column. A large number of non-
native, aromatic–aliphatic NOEs observed in [R]Abu are
not detected in the unfolded [14–38]Abu variants; missing
altogether are NOEs of Y35 with G36, G37 and F33; and
F45 with R42. Present as one aromatic–aliphatic NOE,
rather than multiple NOEs, are those of Y10 with G12,
Y21 with I19, and F22 with R20. New aromatic–aliphatic
NOEs observed in the unfolded [14–38]Abu variants and
not in reduced BPTI include native-like NOEs of Y23
with L29, and Y35 with A40, as well as a non-native NOE
of Y35 with R39. 
In addition to changes in NOE patterns, unfolded
[14–38]Abu variants have different chemical exchange
properties, as compared to reduced BPTI. The same 1H
can report a large number of different conformations, and
this is manifested in the phenomenon of chemical
exchange for which three regimes are distinguished: fast,
slow and intermediate. Fast chemical exchange (confor-
mational interconversion rate >>ms) gives a signal of
narrow line width for the 1H averaged over all conforma-
tions; slow chemical exchange (conformational intercon-
version rate <<ms) results in a separate signal for each
conformation; intermediate chemical exchange results in a
signal that is broadened, often severely. The actual extent
of line broadening is a function of the rate of exchange
between conformations, the relative populations of the
conformations, and the magnitude of the difference in
chemical shift of the 1H in each conformation [27]. For
denatured states of proteins, quantitative treatment of
intermediate chemical exchange is not available; however,
qualitative interpretations can be made [4]. 
Although some exchange broadening is apparent in
spectra of reduced BPTI (e.g. Fig. 1 in [1]), far more
extensive exchange broadening is observed for the
[14–38]Abu variants, as discussed in Results with reference
to Figures 3 and 4. The residues with the most severe line
broadening are those in 1 and 2. In contrast, residues in
1 and the first part of 2 (48–53) undergo fast chemical
exchange resulting in intense cross peaks in both TOCSY
and NOESY spectra. In addition, these residues exhibit
strong sequential CH–NH NOEs as well as strong
sequential NH–NH NOEs, implying that the 1H signal is
averaged over both extended and turn-like conformations. 
Finally, there is a notable difference in the chemical shift
of G37 NH; in reduced BPTI the chemical shift of G37
NH is upfield from random coil values, whereas in
unfolded [14–38]Abu variants it is not. This indicates the
absence in unfolded [14–38]Abu of a significant population
of conformations with NH–aromatic interactions observed
in reduced BPTI [1,14], in partially folded [14–38]Abu [2],
and in native BPTI [15]. 
In summary, formation of one native disulfide, in this case
14–38, significantly alters the distribution of non-random
conformations of residues sampled by unfolded BPTI.
Numerous specific changes in structure are indicated by
differences in sequential and aromatic–aliphatic NOEs for
unfolded [14–38]Abu, compared to reduced BPTI. The
NOE changes imply that non-native structure prominent
in reduced BPTI is very much diminished in unfolded
[14–38]Abu. Significantly, the NOE changes are not in the
vicinity of the 14–38 crosslink, with the exception of 35/39
and 35/40 NOEs in unfolded [14–38]Abu (Table 1). The
NH–aromatic interaction of G37 and Y35 is not evident in
the chemical shift of G37 NH in unfolded [14–38]Abu, as it
is for reduced BPTI. Changes in chemical exchange
broadening are consistent with the likelihood that forma-
tion of the disulfide bond introduces a small increase in
the population of partially folded structures, similar to II
in Figure 1. This fits with changes in the CD spectrum,
which indicate a small increase in average secondary struc-
ture in unfolded BPTI with a 14–38 disulfide, compared
to reduced BPTI (Fig. 2).
Single-site mutations affect the structure of unfolded
states
Although Y21A[14–38]Abu and Y23A[14–38]Abu are very
similar in NMR-detected structure, there are several clear
differences between them. Changes in the structures of
unfolded states arising from single-site replacements have
been demonstrated by Shortle and associates (reviewed in
[28]). The results reported here include specific examples
of changes that a single amino acid substitution makes on
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conformations favored in unfolded states. The differences
between the Y21A and Y23A mutants of unfolded
[14–38]Abu are detailed in Results. Briefly, the following
are included. The chemical shifts of certain alanine and
glycine NH peaks are different in Y21A[14–38]Abu versus
Y23A[14–38]Abu. A slightly different set of sequential
amide–amide NOEs are observed for the two variants
(Fig. 5). Exchange broadening is more evident in spectra
of Y21A[14–38]Abu compared to spectra of Y23A[14–38]Abu
(e.g. Figs 3,6). In spectra of Y23A[14–38]Abu, but not
Y21A[14–38]Abu, there are clear exchange peaks for CH
ring protons of F45 and F33. Some aromatic–aliphatic
NOEs are observed in Y21A[14–38]Abu but not in
Y23A[14–38]Abu, namely those between Y35 and A40
(Table 1). 
In summary, all of the differences between the Y21A and
Y23A variants of [14–38]Abu indicate more ordered struc-
ture when Y21 is replaced than when Y23 is replaced.
That is, when Y23 is removed, partially folded structures
are more destabilized than when Y21 is removed. This is
consistent with the proposal (Fig. 1) that Y23 interactions
with residues in the 25–28 turn nucleate early folding
events. Although specific differences are observed in
NMR spectra, they are not reflected in CD spectra, which
are essentially the same for both variants.
Function of the disulfide crosslink
In the scheme in Figure 1, the primary effect of the first
native disulfide bond is to lower configurational entropy
and hence destabilize the unfolded state relative to par-
tially folded states. In this view, the first native disulfide
eliminates the most stable conformations of the unfolded
ensemble, with the result that partially folded conforma-
tions are more stable than available unfolded conforma-
tions. However, entropic contributions may also play a role
in stabilization of partially folded intermediates, just as
they do in stabilization of native states [29]. The consider-
able flexibility of non-core regions of the molecule may
contribute to the stability of partially folded early interme-
diates represented by II in Figure 1. The stable structure
in partially folded [14–38]Abu, as well as the NMR-
detected structural differences between unfolded [14–38]
and reduced BPTI, primarily involves residues not in the
vicinity of the 14–38 disulfide crosslink; this makes it
unlikely that the first native disulfide plays a role in
enthalpic stabilization of the early intermediates, but it is
difficult to rule this out entirely [30].
Conclusions
Unfolded BPTI with the 14–38 disulfide as its only
crosslink has been characterized by use of chemically syn-
thesized variants of [14–38]Abu in which Y21 or Y23 are
replaced by alanine. Without the replacements, [14–38]Abu
is an ensemble of partially folded conformations [2] in
which the most stable region involves antiparallel -sheet
residues of the slow exchange core [10,11]. We view par-
tially folded ensemble of [14–38]Abu as a model for early
intermediates in BPTI folding. The suggestion [2] that
Y21 and Y23 play key roles in stabilization of the partially
folded structure, and in early intermediates, is supported
by the finding that their replacement induces a shift in the
[14–38]Abu ensemble to far more unfolded conformations.
Further, Y21A[14–38]Abu and Y23A[14–38]Abu are used to
ask a different, but related, question. In unfolded BPTI,
how does a native disulfide affect the conformations
favored at residues distant from the crosslink? This ques-
tion is answered by comparison of the structure observed
in reduced BPTI, with no disulfides [1], to the conforma-
tions in Y21A[14–38]Abu and Y23A[14–38]Abu under the
same conditions. The results indicate that the 14–38 disul-
fide destabilizes much of the non-native structure
observed in reduced BPTI, while retaining the native-like
turn interactions for residues 25–28, and increasing
slightly native-like conformations. These changes are con-
sistent with the suggestion that turn 25–28 nucleates the
antiparallel -sheet fold, and with the possibility that the
non-native interactions in reduced BPTI, which involve
residues in the slow exchange core, may function to
prevent misfolding or aggregation. 
Methods
Sample preparation
Variants of [14–38]Abu were prepared by automated Fmoc solid-phase
synthesis and purified essentially as described elsewhere [13]. Purity
was determined by analytical HPLC C-4 reversed-phase chromatogra-
phy and capillary zone electrophoresis to be >98%. Amino acid analy-
ses and ion electrospray mass spectrometry of the purified proteins
were in good agreement with the theoretical values. For Y23A, mass
calculated is 6351.61; mass found 6349.95 ± 1.00. For Y21A, mass
calculated is 6351.61; mass found 6350.40 ± 1.29. The lyophilized
pure products were dissolved at acidic pH and dialyzed against water
at pH 4.5.
CD spectroscopy
CD spectra were measured on a JASCO 710 spectropolarimeter
equipped with temperature control cells. Spectra were acquired in the
pH range of 4.5 to 6.4 in 10 mM phosphate buffer and a protein con-
centration of 90 M for Y21A and 52 M for Y23A.
NMR spectroscopy
Concentrations for NMR samples are 0.5–0.8 mM. To rule out the like-
lihood of aggregation effects, spectra were also obtained for samples
diluted 10-fold; no changes in line widths, chemical shifts or NOEs
were detected. NMR spectra were acquired on Bruker AMX-500 and
600 spectrometers, with a spectral window of 5.5 KHz and 6.6 KHz,
respectively. The residual solvent line was presaturated using low
power during the 1–1.5 s relaxation delay. Typically, 300–400 t1 values
were obtained, and free induction decays for t2 were recorded in 2048-
point blocks, summing at least 128–256 acquisitions each. NOESY
(mixing time, tm, of 200, 300 or 400 ms) [31], clean TOCSY [32] (tm of
60 or 85 ms) and spin-lock power of 11 KHz spectra were collected.
Proton chemical shifts were measured from internal TSP standard at
0 ppm and/or water resonance at 4.99 ppm at 1°C. Assignments were
determined from TOCSY and NOESY spectra obtained at different
temperatures in the range 1–10°C, with different mixing times, and in
1H2O as well as 2H2O. Data were processed and analyzed on a Silicon
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Graphics work station using the program FELIX 2.3 (Biosym) and/or
Bruker UXNMR. Data points were weighted by 30° shifted square sine
bell in each dimensions and zero filled to form 2K × 2K real matrices.
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